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Before:  FERNANDEZ, BEA, and N.R. SMITH, Circuit Judges. 
 
 Luis Yepez-Vargas (“Yepez”) petitions for review of the Board of 

Immigration Appeals’ (“BIA”) order dismissing his appeal from an immigration 

judge’s (“IJ”) removal order.  Pursuant to 8 U.S.C. § 1252, we have jurisdiction; 

we grant in part and deny in part Yepez’s petition for review and remand to the 

BIA for further proceedings.     

                                           
*  This disposition is not appropriate for publication and is not precedent 
except as provided by Ninth Circuit Rule 36-3. 
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1. The BIA erred in holding that Yepez’s narcotic drug conviction under 

Arizona Revised Statute § 13-3408(A)(7) was an aggravated felony, which 

rendered him ineligible for cancellation of removal.  The parties agree that § 13-

3408(A)(7) is overbroad when compared to the generic aggravated felony, because 

the term “narcotic drug” as defined by Arizona Revised Statute § 13-3401(20) 

criminalizes more drugs (benzylfentanyl and thenylfentanyl) than its federal 

counterpart, 21 U.S.C. §§ 802(6), 812.  See Ragasa v. Holder, 752 F.3d 1173, 1176 

(9th Cir. 2014) (noting that a statute of conviction that criminalizes benzylfentanyl 

and thenylfentanyl is not categorically a removable offense under the federal 

Controlled Substances Act).  

Because § 13-3408(A)(7) is overbroad, we must next determine whether the 

statute is divisible, meaning it “sets out one or more elements of the offense in the 

alternative.”  Descamps v. United States, 570 U.S. 254, 257 (2013).  If we 

determine that the statute of conviction is indivisible, our inquiry ends, because “a 

conviction under an indivisible, overbroad statute can never serve as a predicate 

offense.”  Almanza-Arenas v. Lynch, 815 F.3d 469, 475 (9th Cir. 2016) (en banc).  

Section 13-3408(A)(7) is also “indivisible,” because the statute lists alternative 

means of committing the same offense.  See State v. Salinas, 887 P.2d 985, 987 

(Ariz. 1994) (setting forth “[t]he elements of possession of a narcotic for sale are: 

1) exercise of dominion and control over the substance; 2) knowledge that the 
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substance is present; 3) knowledge that the substance is a narcotic; and 4) 

possession of the substance for the purpose of sale”); State v. Castorina, No. 1 CA-

CR 08-0816, 2010 WL 2450117, at *4 (Ariz. Ct. App. June 17, 2010) (relying on 

Salinas, the court noted that “neither our statutes nor case law require the state to 

prove that defendant knew which particular drug defined under our laws as a 

‘dangerous’ drug or ‘narcotic’ drug he knew he possessed” (emphasis in original)); 

see also Mathis v. United States, 136 S. Ct. 2243, 2256 (2016) (“[A] state court 

decision definitively answers the [divisibility] question . . . .”).   

2.  Yepez argues that the BIA erred in considering him as “inadmissible” for 

purposes of sustaining his charges of removability because he is an LPR who was 

“paroled” into the United States when he sought to re-enter in 2014.  This 

argument is unexhausted because Yepez did not present it to the BIA, the BIA did 

not address the issue on its own, and no new event occurred in Yepez’s case which 

would eliminate the exhaustion requirement.  See Rodriguez-Castellon v. Holder, 

733 F.3d 847, 852 (9th Cir. 2013); Alcaraz v. INS, 384 F.3d 1150, 1158 (9th Cir. 

2004).  We therefore lack subject-matter jurisdiction to consider this unexhausted 

argument.  Barron v. Ashcroft, 358 F.3d 674, 677–78 (9th Cir. 2004).1   

                                           
1  Even if this argument were exhausted, it lacks merit.  Noncitizens lawfully 
admitted for permanent residence in the United States may be considered as 
“seeking admission into the United States for purposes of the immigration laws” if 
one of six exceptions applies.  8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(13)(C); see also Nguyen v. 

Sessions, 901 F.3d 1093, 1097 (9th Cir. 2018); Matter of Pena, 26 I. & N. Dec. 
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3.  Yepez argues that, even if he were properly considered “inadmissible” 

under 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(13)(C), the BIA erred in sustaining his three independent 

charges of removability under 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a)(2).  We disagree and affirm two 

of the three independent charges of removability.2   

First, the BIA properly sustained the IJ’s holding that Yepez is removable, 

because there is “reason to believe” Yepez engaged in illicit trafficking of a 

controlled substance under 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a)(2)(C)(i).  Unlike many other 

grounds of inadmissibility and removability, 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a)(2)(C)(i) does not 

require a conviction for an alien to be deemed inadmissible or removable.  Lopez-

Molina v. Ashcroft, 368 F.3d 1206, 1209 (9th Cir. 2004).  Rather, the BIA’s 

holding must be supported by “reasonable, substantial, and probative evidence” 

that supports the “IJ’s ‘reason to believe’ that [Yepez] knew he was participating in 

illicit drug trafficking.”  Gomez-Granillo v. Holder, 654 F.3d 826, 831 (9th Cir. 

2011) (citation omitted).  Where a petitioner has pleaded guilty to narcotics 

                                           
613, 615 (BIA 2015).  Relevant here, one of the six exceptions includes when an 
LPR “has committed an offense identified in section 1182(a)(2) of this title.”  8 
U.S.C. § 1101(a)(13)(C)(v).  Yepez was charged with having committed an offense 
under three separate sections of 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a)(2).  Therefore, the BIA 
properly considered Yepez as “inadmissible” pursuant to 8 U.S.C. 
§ 1101(a)(13)(C) for purposes of removability, despite his status as an LPR.   
2  For the same reasons that we hold Yepez’s narcotic drug conviction is not 
categorically an aggravated felony, his narcotic drug conviction is also not 
categorically a conviction “relating to a controlled substance” under 8 U.S.C. 
§ 1182(a)(2)(A)(i)(II).   
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trafficking, “it logically follows that immigration officials do not merely have 

reason to believe he has trafficked in narcotics, they have reason to know he has 

done so.”  Chavez-Reyes v. Holder, 741 F.3d 1, 3 (9th Cir. 2014) (citation omitted) 

(emphasis in original).    

Yepez pleaded guilty to an amended felony count of attempt to transport a 

narcotic drug for sale, but his guilty plea does not mention that the narcotic drug 

for which he was convicted is cocaine.  However, Yepez pleaded to the factual 

basis set forth in his suppression hearing transcript, which contains the arresting 

officer’s testimony that Yepez was the sole occupant driving a car that hid 

“bundles of cocaine.”  This confirms that the drug for which Yepez was convicted 

is cocaine, a federally controlled substance.3  See 21 U.S.C. § 802(6).  Therefore, 

there is “reason to believe” Yepez engaged in illicit trafficking of a controlled 

substance under 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a)(2)(C)(i), which renders Yepez removable.   

Yepez is also independently removable because he was convicted of a crime 

involving moral turpitude under 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a)(2)(A)(i)(I).  The BIA engaged 

in extensive analysis in ascertaining that Yepez’s conviction under Arizona 

Revised Statute § 13-3408(A)(7) is categorically a crime involving moral 

                                           
3  Although the record contains only a partial transcript of Yepez’s motion to 
suppress hearing, it is enough to confirm that the narcotic drug for which Yepez 
was convicted is cocaine.   
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turpitude.  It also relied on its precedential decision in Matter of Gonzalez Romo, 

26 I. & N. Dec. 743, 746 (BIA 2016), which reaffirmed that the BIA has “long 

held that evil intent is inherent in the illegal distribution of drugs and that 

‘participation in illicit drug trafficking is a crime involving moral turpitude.’”  

Additionally, in Gonzalez Romo, the BIA held that a similar conviction to Yepez’s 

narcotic drug conviction—a felony conviction for solicitation to possess marijuana 

for sale—was a crime involving moral turpitude.  Id.  Because the BIA relied on 

precedential authority based on similar reasoning in determining that Yepez’s 

conviction for attempt to transport a narcotic drug for sale is categorically a crime 

of moral turpitude, its decision is entitled to Chevron deference.  Rivera v. Lynch, 

816 F.3d 1064, 1071 (9th Cir. 2016); see also Chevron U.S.A., Inc. v. Nat. Res. 

Def. Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837 (1984).  We therefore defer to the BIA’s 

conclusion that Yepez was convicted of a crime categorically involving moral 

turpitude, which renders him independently removable under 8 U.S.C. 

§ 1182(a)(2).   

Yepez’s petition for review is GRANTED in part, DENIED in part, and 

REMANDED to the BIA to allow Yepez to pursue his application for cancellation 

of removal.  Each party shall bear its own costs on appeal.   
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United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit 

Office of the Clerk 
95 Seventh Street 

San Francisco, CA 94103 

Information Regarding Judgment and Post-Judgment Proceedings 

Judgment 
• This Court has filed and entered the attached judgment in your case.

Fed. R. App. P. 36. Please note the filed date on the attached
decision because all of the dates described below run from that date,
not from the date you receive this notice.

Mandate (Fed. R. App. P. 41; 9th Cir. R. 41-1 & -2) 
• The mandate will issue 7 days after the expiration of the time for

filing a petition for rehearing or 7 days from the denial of a petition
for rehearing, unless the Court directs otherwise. To file a motion to
stay the mandate, file it electronically via the appellate ECF system
or, if you are a pro se litigant or an attorney with an exemption from
using appellate ECF, file one original motion on paper.

Petition for Panel Rehearing (Fed. R. App. P. 40; 9th Cir. R. 40-1) 
Petition for Rehearing En Banc (Fed. R. App. P. 35; 9th Cir. R. 35-1 to -3) 

(1) A. Purpose (Panel Rehearing):
• A party should seek panel rehearing only if one or more of the following

grounds exist:
A material point of fact or law was overlooked in the decision;
A change in the law occurred after the case was submitted which
appears to have been overlooked by the panel; or
An apparent conflict with another decision of the Court was not
addressed in the opinion.

• Do not file a petition for panel rehearing merely to reargue the case.

B. Purpose (Rehearing En Banc)
• A party should seek en banc rehearing only if one or more of the following

grounds exist:
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Consideration by the full Court is necessary to secure or maintain
uniformity of the Court’s decisions; or
The proceeding involves a question of exceptional importance; or
The opinion directly conflicts with an existing opinion by another
court of appeals or the Supreme Court and substantially affects a
rule of national application in which there is an overriding need for
national uniformity.

(2) Deadlines for Filing:
• A petition for rehearing may be filed within 14 days after entry of

judgment. Fed. R. App. P. 40(a)(1).
• If the United States or an agency or officer thereof is a party in a civil case,

the time for filing a petition for rehearing is 45 days after entry of judgment.
Fed. R. App. P. 40(a)(1).

• If the mandate has issued, the petition for rehearing should be
accompanied by a motion to recall the mandate.

• See Advisory Note to 9th Cir. R. 40-1 (petitions must be received on the
due date).

• An order to publish a previously unpublished memorandum disposition
extends the time to file a petition for rehearing to 14 days after the date of
the order of publication or, in all civil cases in which the United States or an
agency or officer thereof is a party, 45 days after the date of the order of
publication. 9th Cir. R. 40-2.

(3) Statement of Counsel
• A petition should contain an introduction stating that, in counsel’s

judgment, one or more of the situations described in the “purpose” section
above exist. The points to be raised must be stated clearly.

(4) Form & Number of Copies (9th Cir. R. 40-1; Fed. R. App. P. 32(c)(2))
• The petition shall not exceed 15 pages unless it complies with the

alternative length limitations of 4,200 words or 390 lines of text.
• The petition must be accompanied by a copy of the panel’s decision being

challenged.
• An answer, when ordered by the Court, shall comply with the same length

limitations as the petition.
• If a pro se litigant elects to file a form brief pursuant to Circuit Rule 28-1, a

petition for panel rehearing or for rehearing en banc need not comply with
Fed. R. App. P. 32.
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• The petition or answer must be accompanied by a Certificate of Compliance
found at Form 11, available on our website at www.ca9.uscourts.gov under
Forms.

• You may file a petition electronically via the appellate ECF system. No paper copies are
required unless the Court orders otherwise. If you are a pro se litigant or an attorney
exempted from using the appellate ECF system, file one original petition on paper. No
additional paper copies are required unless the Court orders otherwise.

Bill of Costs (Fed. R. App. P. 39, 9th Cir. R. 39-1) 
• The Bill of Costs must be filed within 14 days after entry of judgment.
• See Form 10 for additional information, available on our website at

www.ca9.uscourts.gov under Forms.

Attorneys Fees 
• Ninth Circuit Rule 39-1 describes the content and due dates for attorneys fees

applications.
• All relevant forms are available on our website at www.ca9.uscourts.gov under Forms

or by telephoning (415) 355-7806.

Petition for a Writ of Certiorari 
• Please refer to the Rules of the United States Supreme Court at

www.supremecourt.gov

Counsel Listing in Published Opinions 
• Please check counsel listing on the attached decision.
• If there are any errors in a published opinion, please send a letter in writing

within 10 days to:
Thomson Reuters; 610 Opperman Drive; PO Box 64526; Eagan, MN 55123
(Attn: Jean Green, Senior Publications Coordinator);
and electronically file a copy of the letter via the appellate ECF system by using
“File Correspondence to Court,” or if you are an attorney exempted from using
the appellate ECF system, mail the Court one copy of the letter.
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UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 
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Form 10. Bill of Costs
Instructions for this form: http://www.ca9.uscourts.gov/forms/form10instructions.pdf

9th Cir. Case Number(s)

Case Name

The Clerk is requested to award costs to (party name(s)): 

I swear under penalty of perjury that the copies for which costs are requested were 
actually and necessarily produced, and that the requested costs were actually 
expended.

Signature Date
(use “s/[typed name]” to sign electronically-filed documents)

COST TAXABLE REQUESTED 
(each column must be completed)

DOCUMENTS / FEE PAID No. of 
Copies

Pages per 
Copy Cost per Page TOTAL 

COST

Excerpts of Record* $ $

Principal Brief(s) (Opening Brief; Answering 
Brief; 1st, 2nd , and/or 3rd Brief on Cross-Appeal; 
Intervenor Brief)

$ $

Reply Brief / Cross-Appeal Reply Brief $ $

Supplemental Brief(s) $ $

Petition for Review Docket Fee / Petition for Writ of Mandamus Docket Fee $

TOTAL: $

*Example: Calculate 4 copies of 3 volumes of excerpts of record that total 500 pages [Vol. 1 (10 pgs.) + 
Vol. 2 (250 pgs.) + Vol. 3 (240 pgs.)] as:  
No. of Copies: 4; Pages per Copy: 500; Cost per Page: $.10 (or actual cost IF less than $.10); 
TOTAL: 4 x 500 x $.10 = $200.

Feedback or questions about this form? Email us at forms@ca9.uscourts.gov

Form 10 Rev. 12/01/2018
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